
Game Sheet

Treasure Island
Treasure Island is our most feature rich video slot to 
date, filled with adventure and excitement. The bonus 
chasers will really get what they are after with the Pirate 
Attack Bonus, Treasure Hunt Bonus, and a multi-featu-
re Free Spin Bonus. These features combined with the 
Stacked Wilds will ensure some massive wins and great 
entertainment value.

For promotional material go to clientarea.quickspin.com



Game Features

Pirate Attack
Get two or more Barrel Wild symbols 
to trigger the Pirate Attack bonus. 
A pirate ship will bombard the reels 
leaving a bunch of wilds on random 
positions on the reels. This is a fairly 
frequent bonus which can create real-
ly awesome wins.

Free Spins
The free spins bonus starts with a pick 
and click feature where the number of
free spins and the free spin features 
are awarded. 

The free spins includes three possible 
extra features:
- Super Wilds - Super long stacks of 
wilds which can generate massive 
wins
- Extra Wilds - One or more of the 
medium wins symbols are turned wild 
for the full free spins bonus.

- Locked Barrel Wilds - Any wilds 
created in Pirate Attack stay locked 
for the rest of the bonus.

Treasure Hunt
Dig for treasures in this pick and click 
bonus. Find Ben Gunn’s cave for extra 
large wins.

Game Sheet

RTP

Game events

Win

Base Game

Max payout x bet observed in 
1 billion spins

Total:

1,46%

1 in 3981

65,54%

1844

97,07%

Scatter Credits Pick **

Probability of winning 
100 x bet

For promotional   
material go to  

clientarea.quickspin.com

Scatter Collect scatters  
(each scatter = +1) 

87,99%

Pirate 
Attack  

Hit a barrel (each 
exploded barrel 
is +1)

5,78%

Island 
Hopper 

Reveal the '?' of the 
islands (each reveal 
is +1)

3,95%

Big Win Hit a win that is 
equal to or more 
than 10 times your 
bet

2,00%

Ben Gunn's 
X 

Find the spot with 
the 3 chests in 
treasure hunt

0,29%

Superwilds Reveal Superwilds 
during Island Hop

0.28%

All our games support by default 6 game 
events that you can use for any purpose 
(achievements, rewards, tournaments…)  
For Treasure Island these are:

6,07%Treasure Hunt Bonus **

97,07%Free Spins+Bonus Intro *

* This number was derived from a simulation of 
    3.2 billion independent games played

** Theoretical calculated value

Information

Game ID

Channels

Feature Trigger

Flexible Free Rounds 

16:9

treasureisland

Desktop & Mobile

YES

YES

Game Resolution

Volatility (1-5) 2,70

Min bet

Default bet

 € 0,50

€ 0,50

Max bet € 100

Achievements NO


